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Abstract
As ecommerce continues growing, huge investments in ML and NLP for Information Retrieval are
following. While the vector space model dominated retrieval modelling in product search – even as
vectorization itself greatly changed with the advent of deep learning –, our position paper argues in
a contrarian fashion that program synthesis provides significant advantages for many queries and a
significant number of players in the market. We detail the industry significance of the proposed approach,
sketch implementation details, and address common objections drawing from our experience building a
similar system at Tooso.
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1. Introduction

“Now, like all great plans, my strategy is so simple an idiot could have devised it”
– Zapp Brannigan

The explosive growth of ecommerce [1] brought equally impressive innovation in Information
Retrieval (IR) [2], with product search now to representing 30% to 60% of total online revenues [3,
4, 5]. Building on decades of literature in web and document retrieval, product search is typically
modelled as a two-step process: candidate selection (retrieval [6]) and re-ranking [7, 8, 9, 10].
The most widespread model for retrieval is the vector space model (VSM) [11, 12, 13], according
to which relevance is approximated by the distance between a query vector and a product vector
in a suitable space. Even as deep learning drastically altered vectorization [14], it did not call
into question the tenets of the VSM, or the idea that re-ranking is needed to push down the page
irrelevant items wrongfully retrieved [15, 16]. It is important to remember that most real-world
search engines leverage VSM in one form or another: sparse BM25 retrieval in Elasticsearch
may be implemented very differently from dense retrieval on Redis Vector Search1, but they all
share the core idea of VSM. Namely, that retrieval is fundamentally approximated by distance
in a vector space.
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Figure 1: How to build a query parser with no manual annotations (Section 4). (1): extractor for product
features from the catalog; (2): a grammar covering common logical forms; (3) dataset generated with
queries and matching semantic form, to train a parser for runtime query analysis.

We argue that program synthesis through semantic parsing provides a principled and viable
alternative to VSM for product search. In this perspective, search queries are (informal) instruc-
tions for knowledge bases, as opposed to points in a vector space 2. We shall defend two main
claims:

1. VSM is an indirect representation of meaning that is necessary for large unstructured
documents, such as those in web search; however, under different circumstances, where
search queries are interpreted against product catalogs, direct representation is feasible
and useful;

2. explicit representations unlock a powerful search experience where formal inferences
can be made to improve retrieval, while ranking is used as a device for personalization.

Historically, ecommerce tech has been focusing mostly on the challenges of big players, while
a larger market share represented by mid-to-large websites has been neglected [18]. While we
recognize the intrinsic limits of position papers, we believe our contrarian argument will benefit
from the freedom allowed by this format. Our arguments proceed as follows: we first establish
some empirical facts about ecommerce search at the “Reasonable Scale”; we then showcase the
virtues of program synthesis, assuming a semantic oracle. Finally, we show how such a system
can actually be built.

We believe this work to be valuable for a broad set of practitioners, solving specific use cases
in this segment of the market or working on SaaS solutions3. Even if most of the arguments we

2As we explain below (Fig. 4, our approach is to parse a search query to an intermediate semantic representation, and
then translates the latter into a program, handling the shopping query “as if it were instructions”; program synthesis
may also be construed directly from natural language [17]. We will refer to parsing and synthesis somehow liberally
below, since it’s clear how to move from one to the other.

3As a business context about this blooming industry, Algolia and Bloomreach raised >USD200M each in venture
money in the last few years [19, 20], and Coveo raised >CAD200M at IPO [21].



Figure 2: Anonymized query frequency distribution (and fitted power-law PDF) on a log-log plot for
three RSc shops in the literature [22, 23, 24].

present are theoretical, these ideas have been successfully implemented in a company before
(Tooso), and played an important role in its acquisition by a public market leader (TSX:CVO)4.

2. An Industry Perspective

“Hooray! A happy ending for the rich people.” – Dr. Zoidberg

While the idiosyncrasies of product search have been partially documented before [25, 26],
most ecommerce systems are still designed from the same building blocks as document search:
VSM for retrieval, Machine Learning (ML) for re-ranking using all types of signals. In our
experience, the farther you go from planetary scale retailers, the less product search will
resemble web search.

Because digital transformation is consistently taking place in the retail industry, most ecom-
merce search systems are now deployed outside of Big Tech Retailers. We are going to describe
the mid-long tail of ecommerce implementations as the “Reasonable Scale” (RSc) [27, 28, 29, 30].
While RSc is intended to be a loose concept [18], practitioners typically know it when they see
it [31].

A number of strategies need to be different at RSc. For instance, instead of several millions of
SKUs, RSc shops may have 10K to 100K products and still make >100M USD in yearly revenues.
Queries on inventories of this size can easily have result sets of 10 golden items. In this context,
no re-ranking strategy will be able to hide irrelevant products from the user: for the typical
strategy of hiding results in page two5 to work, there should be a page two to begin with. Even
as inventory grows, VSM may go against shoppers’ preference: for price-sensitive items, users
often sort results by price [32]. When this happens, sub-optimal candidate selection can hurt
the experience (Fig. 3)(see also the cases discussed in [33] with regard to prices and sizes).

To paint a more quantitative picture of the RSc, we can leverage our unique and privileged
position as SaaS practitioners with access to dozens of different real-world deployments. In
particular, there are two main facts that turn out to be crucial for our approach (Section 4):

4While most of these ideas have been developed in 2017-2019, we have updated our arguments to reflect the most
recent advancements in the field.

5“The best place to hide a dead body is page two of Google.”



Figure 3: Price re-ordering on Amazon.com, showing degrading relevance in the result set when querying
for “nintendo switch”, and then re-ranking based on price.

1. product search mostly deals with short queries in the form of Noun Phrases (NPs) de-
scribing entities and properties (e.g. “red shoes” or “Dell laptop”) [34]. Query examples
from RSc shops can also be found in [35] (Table 1) and [36];

2. a small number of queries account for a significant portion of the distribution, making
superior relevance for top queries extremely impactful for the overall experience. In the
frequency distribution of a month of anonymous query data sampled from three RSc
shops in two languages, the top 1-to-5% queries account for half of the total individual
queries (Fig. 2).

The first observation is important as parsing gets harder with longer queries; the second
observation is important as it indicates how to align technological objective with business
outcomes – i.e., solving parsing for short queries is a very good place to start.

Taken together, they both re-affirm the peculiarities of product search, but from a novel and
unusual angle: interestingly, both facts are not true for web or big-scale ecommerce search – as
the numbers of users / items get larger and revenues grow into billions, the tail of the query
distribution gets both longer and more important. In other words, while the general linguistic
behavior for users of Amazon or Facebook is also be NP-based, the tail is disproportionally more
important: the tail is longer, as big catalogs invite a larger set of inputs, and the tail is more
valuable, as marginal improvements in rare queries translate in sizable monetary gains. While
we believe our approach can be used, under the appropriate circumstances, at any scale, its
novelty and impact are more easily noticeable for RSc deployments.

3. Searching with an oracle

Originally developed for large documents and long queries, VSM is a useful approximation as it
provides a retrieval strategy that avoid explicitly modelling for meaning, which has long been
thought to be an intractable problem: what would be the logical form [37] of this Wikipedia
page6? As we argue below, the challenges of explicit representations are eased for product
search: on the query side, real-world data shows that NP-like queries are very impactful (Section

6https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer_(machine_learning_model)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Transformer_(machine_learning_model)


Figure 4: From user query (1) to executable code (3), through semantic parsing (2). Under the
assumption that PO exists, queries could be executed as programmatic instructions through their logical
form.

2); on the item side, products are remarkably different from long documents: products are well-
defined entities, which can be described through a sortal (i.e. the type of object, e.g. “shoes”) and
few key properties (e.g. color, material, size, brand, price - crucially those more often used by
shoppers [38, 36]). In other words, products already come into an IR system as (quasi) structured
information.

What would a search-as-parsing experience look like? We first sketch the general experience
we have in mind through a “parsing oracle” (PO) - i.e. an idealized system that is able to:

• at runtime, return the logical form of a query;
• at indexing time, given a product (as contained in a digital catalog [24]), return its
properties.

Under the proposed approach, a query is parsed into a logical form (parsing), which is mapped
to a machine code to be executed over the target domain (synthesis): in Fig. 4 we find lambda
expressions and SQL [39], but the proposal is broadly compatible with any explicit formalism.
In other words, the meaning of “Prada purple shoes” is neither boolean operators over TF-IDF
weights, nor a BERT-based embedding, but (something like):

𝜆𝑥.[𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑝𝑙𝑒(𝑥) & 𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑒𝑠(𝑥) & 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑎(𝑥)].7
Viewing queries as (small) programs to execute has several advantages. First, it provides

the ability to apply filters that are already available and show their application to the user –
this is often desirable but in a VSM-system it requires an additional module to be trained and
maintained. Second, the explicit and easy-to-debug “trace” of the query enables principled
fallback strategies. As an illustration, assume the user issues the query “purple shoes”, which
has no perfect matches. The logical form that (roughly) states “retrieve an object of type shoes,
with purple as a color”, allows us to reason about the next best thing available, and provide
a graceful fallback message (e.g. “we don’t have purple shoes, but we thought you could like
dark red shoes”8. An explicit parse leads us to recognize that different tokens in the query
have different psychological importance for the shopper: if the retrieval goal revolves around
shoes, the system should retrieve items that are still shoes while never retrieving purple items
that are not shoes. In this perspective, parsing both yields the exact linguistic intent and lays
down possible compositional fallback strategies. Crucially, fallback strategies can be ML-driven,
domain-driven, or heuristic-driven and may change from one deployment to the next: by
turning queries into code, we make it easier to incorporate constraints (including probabilistic
ones) into an interpretable search plan.

7With 𝑃𝑢𝑟𝑝𝑙𝑒, 𝑆ℎ𝑜𝑒𝑠, 𝑃𝑟𝑎𝑑𝑎 as predicates of type 𝐶𝑜𝑙𝑜𝑟, 𝑆𝑜𝑟 𝑡𝑎𝑙, 𝐵𝑟𝑎𝑛𝑑.
8Note that while IR explanations are often used to improve recommender systems [40], search may benefit from
them for similar reasons.



To further appreciate the experience, it is useful to contrast what would have happened under
plausible implementations of VSM. Under a sparse vector space, the shopper would typically
either get a No result page, or – as the opposite extreme – received irrelevant items from an
OR expansion: non-shoes that are purple, shoes that are green 9. Under a dense vector space,
retrieval would provide a set of items, but no principled way to cut the set at the right position
(when a “near” vector is not near enough?) or explain its choice. Both are open problems [41],
and no solution is known, especially given data constraints of the RSc [29].

There is another, subtler, way to appreciate the impact of PO on search especially relevant
for SaaS players [42], whose job is to develop solutions deployed on dozens independent shops
in several languages and verticals. When you have two shops in the same market (as Shop A
and Shop B below), PO gets you re-usable abstractions. Overlapping parse trees and product
properties can help with cold start scenarios: if a model is matching “Adidas” and “Nike” as
brands with high affinity, it can be ported to a new shop to boostrap learning (i.e. bootstrapping
a new ecommerce without any behavioral data). As an evenmore extreme form of bootstrapping,
learning can be transferred between (similar) languages when appropriate resources exist: while
VSM models can make good use of multi-language embeddings, the power-law of RSc helps
us here as well, as most retailers would do most business in 1-3 languages. 10 Of course, re-
imagining search with PO opens up possibilities also outside of the search experience itself: just
to mention two obvious ones, finer-grained analytics (both about queries as expressing shoppers’
intent, and products, as a collection of human-readable properties), and cross-pollination with
data coming in and out of the PIM (Product Information Management).

In this section, we argued that a large portion of the market would benefit from program
synthesis through semantic parsing, if such a system existed. We now show how such system
can be built.

4. Building a Semantic Parser

As PO itself has two components – a query and a product parser with a shared domain and
interpretation (in the sense of model theory [43]) – how do we bootstrap and scale both?
Assuming we use ML to train the parser, the hardest part is obtaining a training set for queries:
while (almost) any untrained human can annotate an ecommerce catalog, producing logical
forms requires a good deal of work by trained linguists. We will therefore break the problem
into pieces, by first assuming we have product representations available to build a training set
for query parsing, and then relaxing this assumption.

Fig. 1 showcases the creation of a query dataset for a statistical parser (3) 11, starting from
product representations (1) and a small grammar (2): our insight is that, instead of manual
annotation, we can programmatically generate golden triples <query,logical form,SKUs> by
synthesizing jointly queries, their logical form, and the result set, leveraging the isomorphism

9Far from being a theoretical possibility, this is the default experience for all website using out open source tools like
Elasticsearch, or non-AI SaaS providers.

10Even the fallback strategies mentioned before can be ported: if “sneakers” is fallback for “shoes”, the same strategy
can be applied any time you have “shoes” available in the parse tree.

11The details of the parser are pretty unimportant, as there is substantial evidence that this is a solvable problem
with good enough data [44].



between product representations and logical forms. Moving the annotation problem away
from logical form helps us leverage further insights on the peculiarities of the RSc. First, it
should be stressed that extracting (most) product features (1, in Fig. 1) is easy: some attributes
come already structured, and statistically accurate labels are easy to obtain thanks to methods
applicable across shops [45, 46]. In particular, while recent large language models cannot be
directly used at runtime [47, 48], they are ideally suited to be a complementary strategy to more
traditional methods when it comes to entity extraction (or even as an oracle for offline usage
[49], see the Appendix). Product information is also important for other parts of the business,
which means labeling can piggyback on independently motivated processes (e.g. PIM).12

Second, the peculiarities of query distribution simplify the slot filling component (2, in Fig. 1):
even in a SaaS scenario where extreme scalability is paramount, NP queries are easy to generate
and then re-use – the queries “ski trousers”, “running shoes” and “ski gloves” (mentioned in
[35]) share the same logical form. Not only the grammar is simple enough to start, but since the
final goal is to parse queries through a model trained on these synthetic NPs, we can err on the
side of recall and over-generate (as it will just create training sentences that nobody would use).

Let’s now recap our approach as an actionable list:

1. at indexing time, extract product representations from the catalog to be indexed in a
knowledge base, through heuristics and/or models [50, 46];13

2. build a simple NP-focused grammar, to cover a significant part of the distribution. The
process can begin by annotating historical queries with simple logical forms, and then
generalize a grammar to simplify those trees. To give a sense of how this would work, we
selected Shop A and Shop B, multi-brand retailers in the apparel industry and catalog
size between 10k and 30k SKUs. We manually annotate historical queries to get a sense
of what grammar captures user behavior. Few hundreds parses (respectively, 475 and
459) cover 43% and 25% of the entire query distribution for Shop A and Shop B;

3. use the product representation and the NP-grammar to generate a training test with
synthetic queries and golden parse trees ( Fig. 1) – note that it is easy to augment the set
of parsable queries through paraphrases [44] or prompting [51];

4. train a standard parsing model [52, 53] on this dataset;
5. at runtime, use the parsing model on an incoming query, get the logical form and map

it to an executable code for the target knowledge base: retrieve the products, execute
fallback strategies if relevant.

This strategy has consequences for two important pieces of the search experience, re-ranking
and type-ahead suggestions. Re-ranking in VSM is often needed to hide poor results, and may
even conflict with relevance objectives: e.g., popular products may sometimes outrank others
irrespective of query intent. A structured approach to retrieval allows ranking to be mostly
about personalization: given a relevant result set, which of the following “purple shoes” is
best for this shopper (based on several real-time and historical ranking signals)? Conversely,
ranking rules – both manual and learned – can be applied on a ceteris paribus level: only if
two items are equally relevant, popularity can influence their ranking. Query suggestions are

12Product labeling can also be outsourced with no privacy concerns.
13We refer the readers to the Appendix for more details.



known to be important for a good search UX [32]: synthetic queries (Fig. 1) could be used to
suggest new and cold query types, as well as familiarize shoppers with the capability of the
parser; for example, suggesting “blue shoes under 100 USD” would gradually educate users in
using the search bar better.

5. Limitations and answers to common concerns

5.1. Vectors strike back

The explosion of NLP-capabilities in recent years have established beyond any reasonable doubt
the virtues of distributional semantics [54]: it may therefore seem strange to defend program
synthesis for IR use cases. The quality of the vectorized representations for queries and products
increased dramatically (including exciting possibilities such as multi-modal understanding
[55]), but the problem with VLM is still present even in the most sophisticated retailers: as
we observe in the result set in Fig. 3, the query “nintendo switch” is retrieving pens. While it
would be tempting to dismiss this as an artefact or an anecdote, it is on the contrary an essential
component of VSM: if relevance is distance in a vector space, there is no cut-off establishing
when far is too far. If we compare the result set to the typical response we would get from a
human assistant14, it is clear the shared meaning of “nintendo switch” is very different. For
almost-web-scale catalogs, vector search is pragmatically an effective strategy, as the “very
close” products for most queries are enough to fill the first few result pages; for smaller catalogs,
however, the perceived relevance may quickly degrade and the VSM approach has no principled
countermeasure.

As we discuss below, better vector representations are an essential component of any search
engine, and NLP breakthroughs are a welcome addition to the toolkit of any shop. However,
treating relevance solely as a distance calculation is an approximation, and should be recognized
as such: when we switch our attention from lexically-driven to compositionally-driven use
cases, how much value can we now unlock?

5.2. Parsing vs rewriting

Parsing is hardly the only query processing technique available to RSc shops: for example,
query rewriting is a popular approach to bridge the gap between the user’s intent (“red Nike
sneakers”) and inventory (burgundy Adidas shoes). However, it is important to realize that
the concerns of parsing and rewriting modules are distinct, and possibly complementary: you
can rewrite “sneakers” into “shoes” before parsing it into an object type, but rewriting by itself
does not challenge the fundamental assumption of VSM – effective rewriting may improve
recall, but does not unlock any of the relevance benefit that parsing provides (Section 3). From
an engineering perspective, it’s easy to see how a rewriting module could leave completely

14Anecdotally, note that ChatGPT response to the prompt “You are a shopper assistant at Best Buy, the famous
electronic retailer. You work in the video-game section. A shopper comes to you and ask for nintendo switch: what
product do you think she wants to buy?” is “If a shopper comes asking for a Nintendo Switch, it’s most likely that
they are referring to the Nintendo Switch console itself”.



untouched the retrieval machinery of VSM, while parsing requires re-thinking the strategy
entirely.

Moreover, a crucial component of our proposal is the “zero-shot” adaptation obtained through
the loose isomorphism between products in a graph and grammars: since parsing is built through
product understanding, not explicit or implicit behavioral supervision, its sample efficiency
makes it ideal for RSc shops and horizontal scalability (see below); on the other side, modern
NLP-based rewriting through behavioral supervision [56] is better suited for big retailers.15

5.3. Vertical vs horizontal scaling

When thinking about “scalable” engineering, we think of diminishing marginal effort as we
“scale” along an important dimension. Since most IR is done at Big Tech scale, the implicit
notion of scalability is the B2C one: as a target shop grows in inventory and traffic, the long
tail of queries will expand and rare events become more important (Section 2). In this regime,
data-driven approaches are scalable: the more traffic, the more data, so statistical generalization
is a promising path to diminishing marginal effort – how hard is to satisfy this shopper’s intent,
given we have seen already k million of them?

As we hinted in this work, there is another concept of scalability in IR, which becomes evident
for B2B scenarios: if our system is used across multiple RSc shops, the marginal cost that will
dominate the business is deployment cost – how hard is to get a new shop online, given we put
online k already? The synthesis approach we championed has been developed mainly targeting
this second notion: if the marginal cost of tagging catalogs is diminishing (see the Appendix), the
cost of understanding queries on newer shops diminishes as well, irrespective of howmuch traffic
they get. While emphasis has been put on synthesis as the actual implementation mechanism
for our strategy, the broader, and perhaps novel insight, is that query performance is (in certain
cases) a by-product of product understanding and linguistic knowledge, both of which are more
scalable than practitioners typically realize.

5.4. Parser fragility

A critical point that has not been addressed is the “fragility” of parsing-first strategies: since no
parsing model would be perfect, what should we do when it fails? In our experience, the most
natural architecture is a two-tier system, such that, if parsing or program execution fail, the
system would resort to a traditional VSM strategy (e.g. a sparse / dense vector-based retrieval).
Considering the speed of an ML parser, we pay a tiny latency tax for the above mentioned
benefits. When it comes to deployment, our recommendation is to use program synthesis on top
of a basic VSM retrieval, not as a replacement; philosophically however, our position remains
that VSM is an approximation to relevance, and should be treated as such.

15Five years after the deployment of the system in this paper, it is telling that leading tech retailers are starting to
use a product graph for rewriting as well [57].



6. Conclusion

Motivated by query distributions and industry constraints, we argued that program synthesis
(through semantic parsing) is a feasible path for a better search experience at RSc, compared to
VSM alone as a relevance model. We showed that the usual worries associated with explicit
meaning representations are unwarranted, and maintained that the key insight to a novel view
on search is the “isomorphic” structure of (parsed) queries and product structure.

The representation dichotomy explicit-but-annotation-heavy VSM approximate-but-fully-
learnable is indeed a false one, and we sketched how a tiny initial linguistic structure can help
bootstrapping a large-scale parsing system. We are confident through 6 years of experience,
deployments and publications that RSc shops can benefit from it, and we hope this paper will
start a discussion with participants coming from different backgrounds. While this work hardly
constitutes the last word on the topic, it is hopefully a first step in leading the field away from
local optima, and embracing the peculiarities and opportunities of product search.
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A. Implementation notes

As the novelty of our proposal does not lie in new classifiers or NLP pipelines, we briefly
expand here the implementation strategies sketched in Section 4. We count as a strength of the
approach that tried-and-tested and off-the-shelf techniques can be successfully used to start:
any improvements to the below methods will make the parser even better.
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A.1. Product representation

Once basic tags (COLOR, BRAND, etc.) are defined as the building blocks of the knowledge
base and the logical forms, we need to know where and how each of these attributes can be
found starting from the product catalogs. We favor a declarative approach, where tags are
associated with strategies, that get executed in series when parsing the catalog. For example,
Table 1 shows how three tags can be extracted from Shop A.

Tag Type Strategy
Brand Config Manufacturer
Color Model CLIP-based classifier
Product Heuristic First noun in Description overlapping with

Category

Table 1
Building a knowledge base for Shop A. Three sample strategies for building symbolic product
representations using naming conventions, machine learning, and domain specific heuristics.

We first have configuration strategy, which just points to the column in the catalog that
contains the attribute (typical for brands, prices etc.); this leverages the structured nature of
catalogs, which is a huge simplifying factor when considering product search vis-à-vis web
search. We then have a model strategy, which relies on machine learning to accomplish tagging;
finally we have a heuristic strategy, building on domain knowledge and catalog specifics.

When discussing scaling B2B product search across deployments, it’s important to realize
different strategies have different levels of granularity. Configurations are set per shop and
they are deterministic; models can typically be trained across shops (for entire industries for
example) and can leverage the latest zero-shot classifiers in case no label is wanted / needed
[46] heuristics are more case specifics, but in our experience they have some degree of re-use:
moreover, heuristics can be used to train new classifiers (using for example weak supervision
[50]), which will in turn reduce the use of heuristics.

Importantly, the very recent progress on large language models promises to greatly simplify
the actual building of a structured knowledge representation, offering even zero-shot graph
building from text [58]. While LLMs are still too slow and somehow not understood enough to
be directly involved in the runtime query path, they are definitely well suited to speed up the
offline component of our method (Fig. 1, section 1 and 2 from the left).
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